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“A new command I give you:
Love one another. As I have loved you, so you 
must love on another.” –Jesus, John 13:34 
(NIV)

“I feel most liberated when…”
“Once upon a time, I felt loved when…” 
(you may use key words or phrases)

I would define “the soul” as…” “To me, a community that is cared for 
looks like…”

*Adopted from the Nap Ministry





“Everyday I improvise 
new life, because love 
makes us inventors.”

- Marguerite Barankitse

Reflect: What challenge is Love calling you to transform?



Christian empathy is the Holy 
witness to one another of the 
holy “with-ness” of God. 

John 1:14 ”Christ become flesh and he 
lived among us…”

Philippians 2:7 “Christ emptied himself 
… taking on humanity…” 

Isaiah 7:14 “Therefore the Lord 
himself will give you a sign: The 
virgin will conceive and give birth to a 
son, and will call him Immanuel –
(God with us).



*Source: Neilson Norman Group



Élie sur le Mont Carmel (Elijah on Mount Carmel), 1956
Etching



Innovation in  Products (noun) Innovation in Ministry (noun + Verb)



Practical Steps to utilize empathy for transformational change:

1. Immerse: Experiencing what your user experiences.
God being “with” Elijah in ministry, The Person of Christ

2. Observe: View users and their behavior in the context of their lives.
God Sees and hears Elijah, observes his exhaustion

3. Engage: interact with and interview users by listening to stories that inform our inferences.
God interprets Elijah’s situation based meets an immediate need for rest and sustenance, 
which leads to God designing and offering a solution (food and sleep). 

*Stanford Design School



Come up with one ministry 
offering/gathering

Immerse

Observe

Engage



If we don’t measure what matters,
what we measure becomes what matters.

Do they report feeling liberated? Could they share with you about a 
time when you they felt loved as 
part of this experience? 

Do they feel safe enough to offer 
a perspective on what “the soul” 
is? Are they able to connect it to 
their faith in Jesus?

Does this idea resemble what they 
understand as “community care” ?
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“Empathy has no script. There is no right way or wrong way to do it. It’s simply 
listening, holding space, withholding judgment, emotionally connecting, and 

communicating that incredibly healing message of ‘You’re not alone.’” 
– Brené Brown
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Prayer


